Several versions of quantum theory assume some form of localized collapse. If measurement outcomes are indeed defined by localized collapses, then a loophole-free demonstration of Bell nonlocality needs to ensure space-like separated collapses associated with the measurements of the entangled systems. This collapse locality loophole remains largely untested, with one significant exception probing Diosi's and Penrose's gravitationally induced collapse hypotheses. I describe here techniques that allow much stronger experimental tests. These apply to all the well known types of collapse postulate, including gravitationally induced collapse, spontaneous localization models and Wigner's consciousness-induced collapse. arXiv:1807.08791v1 [quant-ph] 
INTRODUCTION
Bell's work [1, 2] on the empirical implications of the Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen argument [3] showed that quantum theory violates local causality [4] . It has led to many beautiful experiments that aim to refute local hidden variable theories (LHVT). To eliminate as many extra assumptions as possible, and so refute as wide a class of LHVT as possible, experiments have been devised that close or minimize the detector efficiency [5] [6] [7] [8] and locality and settingindependence loopholes [9] [10] [11] [12] . Analysis of the memory loophole showed that it too can be closed by using appropriate statistical tests in standard Bell experiments [13, 14] .
More recently, what were described "loophole-free" experiments, closing all three loopholes simultaneously, were announced [15] [16] [17] . While these were undoubtedly impressive experiments that achieved a long-sought goal, their definitiveness was overstated. Significant and theoretically interesting loopholes remain. In particular, the collapse locality loophole [18] remains largely untested. This loophole arises because, while Bell experiments are supposed to demonstrate non-local correlations between measurement outcomes on spacelike separated systems, we do not know for sure where in spacetime the relevant measurement outcomes actually arise. In some versions of quantum theory this question does not have a well-defined answer. However, in versions in which collapse is an objective and localized process, it does. There is not a consensus among theorists that objective collapse hypotheses with localized collapses are necessary, and they may not be correct. However, there are a variety of good motivations for taking them seriously, given the problems in making sense of unitary quantum theory [19] and quantum gravity [20] . According to most well-known collapse hypotheses (e.g. [21] [22] [23] ), it is plausible that no Bell experiment to date has created spacelike separated measurement outcomes.
Tests of the collapse locality loophole can be motivated as tests of standard quantum theory against a class of apparently internally consistent, albeit strange, alternatives, collectively termed causal quantum theory [18] . However, the loophole per se does not logically rely on the consistency or plausibility of causal quantum theory. Testing it tests quantum theory against the general class of local hidden variable theories in which collapses, and thus measurement outcomes, causally influence and may be causally influenced by the local hidden variables. We will assume this more general motivation here. We are interested in testing the hypothesis that spacelike separated measurement outcomes respect Bell inequalities. This is consistent with simultaneous, lightlike or timelike separated measurement outcomes violating Bell inequalities and respecting standard quantum predictions, which we need to assume in order to explain the results of Bell experiments to date.
In the standard framework for describing Bell experiments, the collapse locality loophole can be understood as follows. In a schematic description of a standard Bell experiment ( Fig. 1 ) a source S generates entangled particles which propagate to devices in wings L and R. Measurement setting choices A and B in the two wings are made locally, producing outcomes a and b respectively. A local hidden variable theory would allow these outcomes to depend on a common local hidden variable λ, which depends on events at the source S and in its past light cone. In principle, the local hidden variables at L may depend on other events in its past light cone (and similarly R). We make here the common assumption that the relevant events in the past light cone of L (including those in the past light cone of S) are effectively uncorrelated with the measurement choice B, and similarly R and A, excluding superdeterminist explanations for Bell correlations. To simplify the notation we list explicitly only the dependences crucial for our discussion; thus we write λ = λ(S) to emphasize its dependence on events at and in the past of S. Now consider the possibility that the outcome of measurement A is actually determined by a collapse event at a point C in the causal future of the collapse event determining the outcome of measurement B (Fig. 2 ). In this case the local hidden variables at C may depend explicitly on this prior collapse event, and hence on the choice B and outcome b as well as on events at S. Alternatively ( Fig. 3 ), if the outcomes of A and B are jointly determined by co-located collapse events at C, then the local hidden variables at C determining both outcomes (a and b) may depend explicitly on both measurement settings (A and B).
In either of these last two cases, local hidden variable theories can reproduce the predictions of quantum theory, violating Bell inequalities and producing "faux non-local" correlations, which appear to verify Bell non-locality but actually do not.
Discussion of the collapse locality loophole [18] motivated a beautiful experiment by Salart et al. [24] , which tested the loophole for the specific collapse hypotheses sketched by Diosi [25] and Penrose [26] , according to which wave function collapse takes place to prevent a superposition of distinguishable gravitational fields. Diosi and Penrose proposed quantitative estimates for the distinguishability of mass distributions in superposition components required for collapse, and Salart et al. were able to arrange a configuration of piezocrystals coupled to a Bell experiment so that, on Diosi and Penrose's estimates, the relevant collapses would indeed be spacelike separated.
The Salart et al. experiments confirmed the predictions of quantum theory, thus closing the loophole under the precise assumptions made. That said, Diosi and Penrose's estimates were based on heuristic calculations rather than derived from a consistent underlying theory, and altering them by a factor of ≈ 10 2 would leave the loophole open in the Salart et al. experiment. The experimental analysis did not address other hypotheses about gravitationally induced collapse, or other types of spontaneous collapse models. Nor, of course, did the experiment address Wigner's speculative (but motivated) hypothesis [21] that measurement outcomes and collapse might require conscious observation.
There thus remains very strong motivation for stronger, more systematic and more general tests of the collapse locality loophole. In this paper I describe simple techniques that enable such tests. 
Empirical tests: Bell experiments
Non-local correlations appear to have been demonstrated in many Bell experiments. However, because of the collapse locality loophole, appearances may possibly have been deceptive. Consider a typical Bell experiment involving an entangled pair of photons, generated by a source S, whose polarizations are measured by a combination of filters and photodetectors in local labs at space-like separated points A and B.
Speaking loosely -in the way that physicists do when discussing quantum experiments when conceptual details are not relevant -a photon entering, say, lab A enters a photodetector, generates an avalanche of photons, which generates a small electrical signal. Similar events take place in lab B. The signals are brought together and compared, producing a record of the results, and allowing their correlations to be obtained, at some point C in the joint future of A and B.
The point at issue, in the context of the collapse locality loophole, is where and when physical measurement(s) and collapse(s) actually take(s) place in such experiments. Is amplification of a single photon state to a larger number of photons is sufficient to define a measurement? Or generating a small electrical pulse from the photodetector? According to most well-known collapse hypotheses, the answers are no, or at least not necessarily. The relevant collapses and measurement outcomes may instead have been co-located, at or after C. For example, they may take place when the measurement outcomes were amplified and recorded on a hard drive, or when the printout was read by an experimenter.
To test one version of this hypothesis, motivated by Ref. [18] , Salart et al. [24] sent the electrical signals generated by the photomultipliers directly through piezocrystals on each wing, causing the piezocrystals to deform. These deformations were observed locally by interferometry, using mirrors attached to one end of each piezocrystal. The deformation of the piezocrystals and consequent movement of the mirrors involves a relatively large mass displacement, far larger than that created by the photomultiplier avalanche or the electrical pulses. The experimental parameters were chosen so that, according to Diosi and Penrose's intutions and estimates, the two possible states of the piezocrystal (deformed and undeformed) create macroscopically distinct gravitational fields, which quickly causes a collapse when the experiment would (according to unitary quantum dynamics) place them in superposition. Salart estimate is a factor of two smaller). Their collapse time estimates are conservative in the sense that they take only the mirror position into account. The two wings in the Salart et al. experiment were separated by ≈ 60µs × c, so that under the stated assumptions the introduction of the piezocrystals ensures spacelike separated collapses in the two wings. Without the piezocrystals, according to Diosi-Penrose, there would be no space-like separated collapses, since the mass displacements due to the photomultiplier avalanches and electrical pulses are negligible over the experimental timescales.
We can schematically summarize a class of experiments to test the collapse locality loophole, including that of Salart et al., by Fig. 4 . A standard Bell experiment takes place, with a source S and detectors D L and D R whose measurement settings are adjustable. The measurement outcomes are propagated via channels C L and C R . They are then amplified by apparatus A L and A R , with the amplification processes taking place in space-like separated regions R L and R R . The full process on each wing X, from entering the detector D X to the completion of amplification by A x , takes place in a region which we denote by R X . In the Salart et al. experiments, the regions R L and R R were also space-like separated.
Any given such experiment is designed to test the loophole given the hypothesis that collapses take place because of amplification by the apparatus A L and A R and within the regions R L and R R . For an interesting experiment, this hypothesis must be based on well motivated theoretical ideas, which must also imply that collapse does not typically take place either in the detectors D X (where X = L or R) or the channels C X . If it did, then the apparatus would be unnecessary. Moreover, in this case the experiment might or might not be testing the loophole, depending whether the regions during which the collapses typically take place are spacelike separated. In particular, if the regions R L and R R are not space-like separated, then typical pairs of collapses may not necessarily be space-like separated. On the hypothesis that the collapses take place during propagation in the channels, then whether they are space-like separated depends on the collapse duration and the channel configurations. (We do not necessarily assume the channels propagate light-like signals.) On the hypothesis that the collapses take place within the detectors, and the detector measurements take place in space-like separated regions (as in standard Bell experiments), then standard Bell experiments would already have closed the loophole.
At first sight, it may seem that the channels should necessarily be very short. One might also think that the entire regions R L and R R , including all the processes from the systems entering the detectors to the completion of the amplification, should be space-like separated. Both of these conditions were satisfied in the Salart et al. experiment. However, neither of them is required by the above reasoning. On the hypothesis that collapses are caused by interaction with A X and take place within the regions R X the detectors D X and channels C X effectively form part of the entangled system measured in an extended Bell experiment. To test the loophole, all that matters is that R L and R R are space-like separated. This gives us considerable freedom in designing experiments. In particular, the channels may be slow and long, compared to the other experimental parameters. Moreover, the (by hypothesis uncollapsed) detector "measurements" need not even be space-like separated. For example, several interesting versions of the collapse locality loophole could be tested by a Bell experiment with nearly adjacent detectors, with outcomes propagated to antipodal points on the Earth by fibre optic links or radio signals, followed by suitable synchronised amplification at the antipodes (see Fig.  5 ). Stronger tests still could be carried out by experiments in which one or both amplifying devices are located in space (see Fig. 6 ). Again, the Bell experiment detectors need not be widely separated, and could both be on Earth, so no long range controlled distribution of entangled photons is required.
These experiments have the unusual feature that they are based on the assumption that they generate long range entanglement of subsystems that include some degrees of freedom (such as electrical signals) normally treated as classical. This assumption follows from some specified collapse model or hypothesis. It is not required that the entangled subsystems be precisely identified or isolated: decohering interactions with the environment are not necessarily problematic. However, the experiment needs to ensure that any such decohering interactions are not of the form that, according to the relevant collapse hypothesis, leads to collapse in the past of the apparatus. For example, humans peeking at the detector output data before they arrive at the final apparatus could invalidate the tests of the Wigner version of the collapse locality loophole described below.
To illustrate some of the power of this technique, note that the Salart et al. experiment could be modified by adding terrestrial channels to antipodal points, with synchronization of the propagation of the signals through antipodal piezocrystals. This would allow a separation of the Earth's diameter, i.e. ≈ 1.24 × 10 4 km ≈ 40ms × c, an improvement by a factor of ≈ 10 3 , allowing a corresponding margin against the considerable theoretical uncertainty in Diosi and Penrose's collapse time estimates. The increased time length would also allow scope for larger and slower piezocrystals and for other means of generating distinct mass distributions in response to signals. It is an interesting challenge for FIG. 5: A long range terrestrial experiment designed to test the collapse locality loophole. The detector readings from wings of a short range Bell experiment are communicated to amplifying apparatus at antipodal points. By introducing delays if necessary, they are input into the apparatus nearly simultaneously in rest frame, so as to maximize the collapse time for which space-like separated collapses would ensure.
technological ingenuity to identify the largest scale event that can safely be created, conditioned on a particular signal, within ≈ 40ms. As well as piezocrystals, such an event could involve motors, triggered springs, and/or controlled explosions, for example. Space-based experiments give even longer time intervals and correspondingly more scope (though for large separations perhaps less critical need) for ingenuity.
A collapse locality loophole test based on Wigner's hypothesis is also relatively practical with this technique, requiring only one astronaut who need carry no specialized equipment. Typical human perception or reaction times of ≈ 100 − 200ms require only that one human participant is at least ≈ 2 − 5 × 10 4 km from Earth, assuming that the other is on the opposite side of the Earth; a medium Earth orbit falls within this range.
CONCLUSIONS
Collapse hypotheses can be motivated as solutions to the quantum reality (or measurement) problem, as alternative routes to unifying quantum theory and gravity without necessarily quantising gravity in any standard sense, or even as speculative ways of connnecting consciousness and physics. All of these motivations (which may also be combined in various ways) are questionable, but all have thoughtful proponents. If collapses are objective, it is quite plausible that they are typically well localized events, and indeed this is a feature of some explicit collapse models.
Bell non-locality is not necessarily connected with or problematic for any of these motivations, and it seems pretty likely that it is a fundamental fact about nature; this is certainly the straightforward explanation of Bell experiments to date. However the problems of quantum theory, the difficulty in unifying quantum theory and gravity and the mystery of consciousness all counsel a little humility: it is still possible that we understand nature much less well than we imagine. And a demonstrable failure of Bell nonlocality (despite appearances) would radically alter the theoretical landscape, particularly in connecting quantum theory and gravity. All of this motivates testing Bell nonlocality as thoroughly as possible, particularly since Bell experiments are also interesting technological and experimental challenges, with spin-offs in applied physics, and relatively inexpensive.
There is also a cryptographic motivation for considering Bell experiment loopholes and how to close them. It is often FIG . 6: A partly space-based version of the previous experiment. One signal is sent to an apparatus on a space-based laboratory, while the other goes to an apparatus on a ground station. To test the Wigner version of the collapse locality loophole, the apparatus may include human observers.
crucial for future users of quantum cryptography and quantum communication systems to guard against eavesdropping or cheating by testing that states involving allegedly entangled separated subsystems genuinely are entangled states of the correct form. In principle, Bell experiments are certifications of entanglement. However, for users working with untrusted devices, in principle, every unclosed Bell experiment loophole gives adversaries a cheating strategy. In particular, the collapse locality loophole focuses attention on whether users know for sure when and where their Bell measurement outcomes are actually generated. For all these reasons, we hope and expect that our techniques will be exploited and extended, in order ultimately to resolve beyond reasonable doubt whether the collapse locality loophole can be completely closed.
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